(Student raises hand)

Mater: Yes? question?

Student: Yes, Professor, how do we know that the world is a cube?

Mater: What do you mean, "how do we know"? You went to grade school, you've seen what the world looks like.

Student: But we've seen theories that we could make maps in kinds of shape: spheres and toruses and mobius strips and all sorts of things, but we don't. We make cubes because our world is a cube. How do we know?

Mater: There is a reason that those are theories instead of practices. They don't work. I was proved centuries ago that a map can only work, can only sustain life, can only have consistent physical rules, if it is cube shaped.

Student: How was that proved?

Mater: Mathematically. There are books and books of proofs for it.

Student: Math has changed a lot since then. When was the last time someone checked them?

Mater: The proofs are flawless. There is no need to check.

Student: What about the corners and the edges? We assume that they are there, but I never remember
Master: hearing about what they look like. They are in the middle of the oceans. You've taken classes on this. You know why continents can't cross the edges. You know how the water works and gravity. I don't understand what your question is.

Student: I've crossed the ocean on a ship, and I don't remember ever coming to an edge.

Master: That's because our ships are really good, and the edge is covered by ocean. Did you expect the ocean to come to a point? Molecule thick?

Student: No, but--

Master: If you can't wrap your head around this than maybe you ought to consider a different occupation.
L= Lars' home base
C= Chad's
HF= Harold's final spot
S= Steves conjectures
X= Judge Warren's pennants
I= Places & people w/ whom Lars has fallen in love
S= Sebastian - the map made control freak (Rich)
Puffy Girl

- friendly
- pretty 3 bland
- dressed in poofy skirt
- smiles
- wandered but sat
Sumo-wrestler

- Creepy
- Weird
- Jumping
- Created world map of where wan turns around
- Wanders
Drunk
• Bipolar
• Friendly
• Likes drunk person
• Steals rods
• Likes to talk to everyone
Hobo in box

- drunk
- responds to alcohol but not much else
- wrapped up in clothes
- carries creepy white dolls
- stays in box
Person in hat

quiet

shy

waanders

Do not try this at home.

*visual not to scale; shrunk to show texture
*available for a 60 minute warranty
*with receipt
*driver licence
*2 kids